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POSTER AND FLYER DESIGN HELPSHEET  

 

Step 1: First and foremost make sure you include the critical information such as: 
VENUE, DATE, TIME, CONTACT, TICKET PRICE/S, YOUR LOGO/BRANDING.  

 
Step 2: Make sure you are aware of which sponsors and funding agency logos and 

acknowledgements need to go on the poster and flyer and ensure you have the 
correct logos and wording for acknowledgement. 
 

Step 3: Find a focus for the design. What is the print products goal? Will the poster 
and flyer be different from each other?  

 
Step 4: Image quality and copyright are important. So is the context in which the 
image is placed. Choose your references or images carefully and check the copyright 

on them. How does the image work with the text and logos and overall message of 
your poster/flyer? If you are not using your own images then you can look to web 

sources if you know where to look Flickr Creative Commons is a great place to start 
but there are other option such as Stock.xchng, a free stock photography website. 
Remember if you have any copyright questions please contact Arts North West as 

permissions and copyright are critical to best practice and avoiding legal ramifications 
down the track. Copyright can also apply to clipart. We encourage the use of a local 

artist's work or image in promotional material but it is vital that they have given 
approval and if so what have they approved the use of their image for and are fees or 
acknowledgement attached?  

 
Step 5: Actual Design where you may like to consider the following:  

 
 Seek inspiration from other posters or flyers or blogs on design. A warning 

though! Once you get started and you might not be able to stop!  

 Have fun with it, but be tight on the details – don’t let the design overwhelm 
the information you need to get across. A sense of fun married by attention to 

detail is a powerful combination.  
 Make an impact - Try to convey what you want with a few elements that make 

an impact and have a lasting message. You can follow the trends, but still not 

be beholden to them. There’s no point having a funky poster but no one can 
read the event name. Similarly beige and black templates that you use may be 

so overused no one notices yours. In other words, before you design a poster 
make sure you have a good idea, so it will not only appeal aesthetically but will 
also make sense to your target audience.  

 Less is more is a good rule but if you don't have where the event is or have a 
price it can turn people away. Though flyers can and should have way more 

information that your average presentation slide, that doesn’t mean you should 
go crazy with the content. If you create a flyer that is primarily made up of 

large chunks of text, very few people are going to glance at it for more than a 
half of a second. They’ll only see that it looks like a lot of work to sort through 
and move on.  
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 Sizing and Spacing - Use a grid to ensure everything is visually balanced. If in 
doubt turn to templates. Once again a Google search for templates can be very 

helpful if you don't have access to Adobe or other design software. Use a grid 
wherever there's a significant amount of type to include, Other than that, it's 

about finding your own style, and then within that, trying to find a way to tell a 
bit of a story with your image.  

 Think about what size the final print will be – A1 or A5? This can affect the 

design.  
 Balance - The core skill is learning how to balance a composition, and looking at 

how the viewer's eye will - ideally - bounce around the image, rather than 
being taken out of it. That's no different to creating any other artwork, but if 
you're including type as well, then the challenge to weight everything just right 

can be tougher. Balance type and images - but sometimes go crazy! You need 
to know the rules. Then you can break the rules! Balancing the type and images 

is essential in that first up you want people to notice the image but then, if the 
actual event is of interest, the info needs to be easy to understand too. 

 Although restraint with type is normally advisable, mix up your typography – 

don’t stick to one. Mixing fonts is tricky, but can give great results if you pull it 
off.  
 

Step 6: Spend a day with it Go back to your design later and you'll see it in a new 
light. It's essential to do this for any design - not just a poster - and if you can try and 

get some feedback from your peers as well.  
 

Step 7: Final check - Be factually correct - Check, double check and have at least two 
other people proof the information before printing. Make sure there are plenty of 
interesting – and factually-correct – details in there.  

 
Step 8: Allow time for this element because if your material comes out too late or not 

printed in the way you expected, it can be heartbreaking. If you’re printing in house 
you may need to adapt the design to suit your printer capacity. Be aware too that 
some designs require trimming and finishing so go through your print options 

carefully. If you’re using a printer make sure you allow time to discuss the print with 
them so that the finished product is what you envisaged it would be. What format do 

they need the design in and how will this impact on the finished job? Ask for a proof if 
necessary so that you can re-design any elements you need to 

 


